NSHSRA & NSJHSRA Rodeo Queen Contest
Thank you for your interest in the Nevada High School Rodeo Queen Contest.

Applications with photos are due by April 30th.
Queen contest schedule will be made available once it is finalized.
Contestants will draw for order the day of the contest at the orientation meeting.

Photography and Biography Requirements
1. One Color VERTICAL photograph (any size, but no smaller than 3x5, head and shoulders
shot only, no full lengths, no crown or banner). Email photo to
julie.larsen.bishop@gmail.com in a jpg format at a size of 3x5 and a resolution of 300 dpi.
2. One color VERTICAL photograph (8x10, head and shoulders shot only, no full lengths, no
crown or banner). NO emails will be accepted for the 8x10 photo.Clearly mark the back of
the picture with your name and high school or junior high.
3. Queen Contestant Biography
MAIL TO:
JULIE BLASINGAME
PO BOX 1182
LOGANDALE, NV 89021
Fill out the enclosed biography. The biography must be typed on a typewriter or computer and
printed on white paper only. We will use the official NHSRA biography only and it must remain one
page.
https://secureservercdn.net/198.71.233.107/omb.00e.myftpupload.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/0
3/2021-Queen-Biography.pdf
Follow this link to the fillable form.
No other resume, computer altered biography, additional pages or colored paper will be accepted.
(By computer altered we mean no artwork, graphic design, tinted background or fancy fonts.
These make the biographies difficult to read and difficult to photocopy for the judges)
2021 NSHSRA & NSJHSRA QUEEN CONTEST
SPEECH TOPIC:
Contestant to speak about her state or anything with a western theme.

2022 NHSRA QUEEN CONTEST HORSEMANSHIP
Pattern has a possible 50-point score per judge.
Enter the arena and walk to Position A. Begin figure 8 work to the right at a fast lope and make the larger figure 8.
Reduce speed and go into the smaller figure 8. Stop at Position B. Trot to Position C. Begin fast pace at Position C,
coming to a stop at Position D. Turn away from fence at Position D and proceed to the Exit gate at a fast pace doing a
presentation ride. Stop at gate. Make a 180 degree turn to the left (towards gate) at Position E. Take flag from contest
personnel and circle the arena once at a speed of the contestant's choice. Stop at the gate and hand flag to contest
personnel at Position F. Make a second circle around arena as a presentation ride. Come to a stop at the gate at
Position G and exit the arena. The Horsemanship portion of the NHSRA Queen contest is to demonstrate the ability of
the contestant to show herself and her horsemanship skills. Therefore, the NHSRA has adopted the following pattern to
demonstrate basic horsemanship skills such as controlling speed, increasing speed, picking up correct leads, displaying
a flag while presenting herself in a manner that demonstrates the poise and elegance associated with the title of
‘Queen’. In an effort to eliminate the need for a finished reining horse, judges will be critiquing basic horsemanship
skills, appearance and presentation while correctly performing the pattern.

